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Produktinformation

Dimensioner Skisser

  

Välj din kulör

Valfri NCS-kulör tillgängligt som
tillval på denna produkt.

STORAGE UNIT

FILUREN 565
The furniture family that includes the sofa DU & Jag and Filuren is a
modern range in which diversity, norm creativity and sustainability
are integral parts. The various family members differ in shape and
form but still have a lot in common. They are all non-toxic, playful,
tactile, functional and designed based on children’s needs and the
reality of the care environment. The family can grow and everyone
is invited, but two also make a whole family.

Play and imagination are important tools for children when learning
and developing new skills. Similarly, physical activity is essential for
children’s well-being and to help counteract mental illness. Aware of
these facts, Filuren offers fantasy play and physical activity by being
a natural part of the interior design in waiting rooms, but works
equally well in libraries, preschools or similar public spaces
designated for children.

In addition to offering a playful seat, Filuren provides room for
storage and expresses thereby the great value and importance of
play and toys, especially in a sensitive care situation. Here you can
store picture books and various small toys.

Filuren primarily targets children aged 1-4 years. The furniture is
safety tested and stable enough for an adult to sit on or for
supporting a small child taking its first steps.The ”textile ears” are
made from leftover fabrics from our production of, among other
items, DU & Jag.

ADDED VALUES

Inclucive storage unit and stool for children

Can be furnished in many different rooms

Easy to carry

The textile-ears ar made from left over fabrics

Tested as storage unit, stool and toy
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